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Abstract
A security authentication method in smart grid terminal is proposed in this paper. This
method layers the terminal authentication system structure of smart grid so as to improve
the simplicity and extensibility on system deployment and realize flexible communication
mechanism and the interaction mechanism among systems. This paper aims at preventing
terminal information from being destroyed and achieving terminal verification integrity.
Besides, this kind of authentication method has no special requirements for terminal
users.
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1. Introduction
As a branch of the Internet of Things, smart grid is an important public application
network. Smart grid delivers electricity between suppliers and consumers using two-way
digital technology to control intelligent appliances at consumers' home or building to save
energy, reduce cost and increase reliability, efficiency, and transparency [1-2]. In recent
years, energy shortages, environmental pressures, and large-scale grid make the safe
operation of existing power grid and power system operation model suffer from serious
challenges. Thus, smart grid comes to the world. Smart grid is based on various physical
powers such as generation equipment, electrical transmission, distribution networks,
electrical equipment, and storage devices, which could combine with modern advanced
sensor measurement technology, network technology, communication technology,
computing technology, automation, and smart control technology and then build a new
network. Smart grid trust access terminal authentication system is connected to an
external network of smart grid’s first protective wall, by which it can control the user
access to smart grid, and protect the identity of the trust access, access to safe process.
Smart grid is not only a novel solution for the problems of four major aspects in power
generation, transmission and distribution and consumption, but also the important
application of the Internet of Things.
In order to solve the imbalance between the energy supply and the energy consumption
structure and achieve sustainable development grid, smart grid research and practice aim
at achieving the development of wind, solar and other renewable energy and large-scale
utilization, and upgrading the utilization rate of traditional energy sources clean and
efficient. smart grid technology has the application characteristics of informatization,
automatization, and interaction, which can effectively address some of the existed
shortcomings of traditional grid, especially the security, reliability, system operation and
maintenance costs and other difficulties in the traditional grid. For historical problems in
the traditional power grid, smart grid is designed to achieve the goal of reliability, safety,
economic, efficiency, and environmentally friendly characteristics of grid, and achieve the
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smart interaction , generation, transmission, and distribution of electricity smart grid
users.
With operation of the grid, service model will be a significant change, such as the
significant increase in information and data interaction, smart terminal access growing, all
of these changes are bound to introduce new security risks and challenges. So how to
solve the smart grid trusted access terminal authentication has become a more and more
important issue for the development of smart grid that needs to be solved. If it is unable to
realize the smart grid trusted access, terminal will effectively influence the development
of the smart grid, and may even lead to termination of the development of the smart grid.
As traditional trusted access authentication method is only suitable for small simple
network system, which is applied directly to the smart grid may cause the following
problems:
An open radio channel characteristic makes smart grid easily be monitored, which
result in the consequence that network information in the data transfer process is easy to
be stolen, and the malicious attacker can steal information. As the increasing number of
users, taking traditional authentication methods , may lead to authentication system
collapse, but also may make the user authentication process slow, resulting in the
accumulation of excessive users of the system so that users can not normally certified
access to the smart grid.
Traditional terminal authentication may directly collect information to authenticate the
legitimacy of the user, which may cause that the information will be tampered in the
transmission process before arriving the authentication server, and bring the disclosure of
user information, which affects the credibility, reliability and safety of the system.
Currently , there is a trusted access technology that can be implemented on the smart
grid trusted authentication access terminal, however, because of their excessive system
components, system level complexity and lack of reliable and scalable system, which
cause the whole access authentication process becomes complex, slow, and also unable to
meet the requirements of fast authentication access to a large amount of users of the smart
grid , and at the same time, the credibility of its huge access technology system structure
make the deployment of the system unable to achieve the requirements of precise and
intelligence, which leads to the smart grid becoming an arrested development. So it is
necessary to propose a compact, reliable, and secure access to the new certification
system to meet the needs of the future smart grid development, while improving the
convenience, security of smart grid users.

2. Network Model, Security Threats and Requirements of Smart Grid
2.1. Network Model of Smart Grid
Smart grid is a new type of power network consisting of modern advanced sensing
measurement technology, communication technology, information technology, computer
technology and control technology and physical power network [3-5]. There are many
security problems about smart grid, which conclude access control, authentication, nonrepudiation, data confidentiality and data integrity [6-10]. A terminal security
authentication method in smart grid is proposed in this paper. The structure of smart grid
is shown in Figure 1. Smart gird improves the equipment utilization under the
circumstance of ensuring its security stability and reliability and realizes the interaction
between electricity generation and electricity utilization, as well as intermittent renewable
energy access, so smart grid needs to solve many aspects of problems about information
collection and information transmission, which are managed through the gradually
developing IOT (Internet of Things) [11-13]. In the smart grid, power resource contains
intranet and extranet, the terminal of electricity power belongs to extranet, and there are
security isolation devices between intranet and extranet, for instance, firewall, intrusion
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detection system, security service gateway and so on. However, terminal users of smart
grid need to communication with others via wireless internet and access to intranet,
terminal of smart gird may be invaded in malicious programs or execute other rogue
programs so that it will cause serious security threats.
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Figure 1. The Structure of Smart Grid
2.2. Security Threats of Smart Grid
The terminal of smart grid faces with many kinds of security risks, which are not
solved yet. These security risks mainly display in following four aspects:
Login system of terminal users, the jurisdiction that users access to data relies on
traditional password identification mechanism which can be easily broken by attackers,
the lack of strong authentication methods leads to terminal can be illegally used by others.
The diversity of terminal accessing to network increases the possibility of intranet
information in electric power communication system is stolen maliciously and the
attackers can tamper with the important information which bring about system security
risks.
The heterogeneity between the user terminal and the access network, the reuse of the
storage space of power system and the sharing of the resources reduce the ability to
examine the users’ behaviors.
Smart grid which is accessed by attackers illegally and attacked deliberately will be a
serious threat to the safety operation of electric power communication network and affect
the safe and stable operation of power system.
2.3. Requirements Analysis of Smart Grid
In order to overcome existing security holes in smart grid and minimize the security
threats, it is necessary to develop a series of security strategy to ensure business
application safe and reliable [14-18]. Combining the terminal business scene and safe
protection requirements, the following are some terminal requirements of smart grid.
Terminal of smart grid should takes measures to realize the integrity authentication of
key components as also as system codes, thus ensuring a safe and reliable environment.
Terminal of smart grid should make perfect safe control strategy and domain isolation
strategy, which can realize identification authentication of users, access control of
program and reliable communication among programs.
Users’ terminals should sort and store the data and documents according to sensitivity
of data and take different security measures for data and documents in different levels. At
the same time, users terminals should define more perfect security-audit strategy to help
find existing potential security risks and security incidents.
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Terminal of smart grid should offer self-destruct mechanism after missing data, such as
remote information lock and information destruction mechanism, thus clearing sensitive
information and preventing sensitive data from leakage.

3. The Security Authentication Method of Smart Grid
It is provided that an smart grid trusted access terminal authentication method in this
paper, which manages the users information comprehensively through information
processing system(a small and efficient embedded computing systems) after receiving
terminal users information, and then transmits information to the terminal trusted access
authentication server, through which can we realize security and reliability in the process
of information transmission in network and ensure more simple and transplantable
system about trusted access in smart grid.
3.1. The Structure of Terminal Trusted Access System in Smart Grid
According to hierarchy deployment body area network system, the top layer is the
information collection layer (ICL), followed by information processing layer (IPL),
finally, message authentication layer (IAL). The message authentication layer wants to
access the information collection layer terminal information collection to send the
information to the information processing layer , after processing layer , the processing
information is integrated, and ultimately transmitted to the information layer of
authentication , the authentication information in the layer will complete the
authentication , as shown in Figure 2 , the specific steps:
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Figure 2. The Structure of Terminal Authentication System in Smart Grid
Step 1: According to the hierarchy in the deployment of smart grid terminal
authentication systems, authentication systems respectively include information collection
layer (ICL), the information processing layer (IPL) and information authentication layer
(IAL). The information collection layer connects with the information processing layer
and the processing layer connects with the message authentication layer;
Step 2: The information collection layer collects and sends the received information to
the information collection processing layer.
Step 3: The information processing layer seals off, processes and encrypts the terminal
information, eventually transmits the processed data to the information authentication
layer.
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Step 4: The information authentication layer decrypts, restores and verifies the
received data to complete the authentication.
Information collector includes collecting terminal information and verifying the
validity of the terminal information. The information processing layer includes
information receiver, information generation and information consolidator, and each of
them completes the function of message receiving, transmitting, processing, encrypting
and integrating. The information authentication layer consists of authentication server,
which can decompile the processed information and restore the original information,
while completing a trusted authentication access.
3.2. The Information Collection Layer
Terminal information is collected by the information collection layer, and specific
process is shown as Figure 3. The steps of information collection layer collecting the
terminal information and transmitting it to the information processing layers are shown as
below:
Start collecting data

Tmsg

Platform terminal

No Collecting U
cmsg

Yes
Collecting Pcmsg

Reject network access

No

Information
integrity
Yes

Add to backlist and
change users

Yes

Login repeated many times

Encapsulate Tmsg

No

End of information
collection

Figure 3. The Procedure of Information Collection in ICL
Step 1 : The terminal receives input information and checks its form.
Step 2 : Collecting different information according to different users input information,
if it is accessed by platform terminal, then gathering its security information, including
whether the firewall is opened and whether the specified anti-virus software is installed,
etc.
Step3: Encapsulate those collected information into U cmsg (user terminal information)
or Pcmsg (platform terminal information), and then send it to the information processing
layer.
Method for information collector to check user input information is: comparing it with
the valid format, If the information is invalid, then saving the input time stamps and
increasing the error flag ( MF ) AUTO. After that, checking the increments of error
flag( MF ) in two consecutive time stamps, once it is greater than the certain value, lock
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the user, otherwise the authentication is passed, then empty time stamps and reset the
error flag(return MF to zero).
Method for locking the user: If the user authentication continuously fails in a short
time, we will add the user into blacklist which will always be traversed before
authentication. If the current user’s information is found in blacklist, it will be refused. In
addition, the files in blacklist will be reorganized regularly.
Method for reorganizing blacklist: A time stamp will be added when the new user
authentication information is put in blacklist. Meanwhile, system will compare the time
stamps saved in blacklist when information collector checks the time stamp in every hour
or when accessed by a new terminal. If the time interval equals 24 hours or even more,
delete this user’ s information from blacklist, i.e. unlock the user.
The main job for information collection layer is to collect the terminal information.
However, in order to enhance the robustness of system security, the information should
pass some simple integrity test. The invalid or malicious attacks information are not
allowed to access the system, and the terminal which submits invalid information will be
put under monitor for preventing the system from continuous and high strength attack.
3.3. The Information Processing Layer
After packaging information from information collection layer received by information
processing layer, it will have a further handling before information is sent to the
information authentication layer for authentication. The procedures are shown in Figure
4, that is to say that unpack, process and encrypt U cmsg or Pcmsg .Then, the processed
information PD msg is sent to the information authentication layer. The following shows the
specific steps:
Starting processing information

IR accepts information
Notify the information generator there is a
new terminal accessing

Yes

Whether it is the system notification instruction
No

Information generator to generate available
length random strings

Transmit information to
information integrator
Integrity and encrypt information
End of information processing

Figure 4. The Procedure of Information Processing in IPL
Step1 : The information acceptor in information processing layer is used to accept the
terminal information, and inform the information generator that there is a new terminal
wanting to access. At the same time, then sending received terminal information to the
Information Integrator.
Step2: After the information generator received the notice, it parallelly produces a
indefinite length random number Vlrn , then sends both of them to the information
integrator and information authentication layer.
Step3: When the information integrator receives the terminal information, it will split
the information into two sections, and wait for Vlrn made by information generator.
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Finally, combine Vlrn with the terminal information and sent them to information
authentication layer after encryption.
Method for information generator to produce indefinite length random number Vlrn is
that after receiving terminal access notice, three computational components work in
parallel to produce three random strings( Vlrn1 , Vlrn2 and Vlrn3 ), which are no more than
128 bin long and consist of capital and lower-case letters, numbers and marks. Then it
packages these three strings into a reducible completely string Vlrn , then send Vlrn to
information authentication layer and information integrator.
Method for information integrator to compose the final information is that it splits the
terminal information into two parts, and packages it with the above three random
strings( Vlrn1 , Vlrn2 and Vlrn3 ) orderly into a PD msg . Then encrypt it by using the public
key K p {PDmsg }  K p {Vlrn1, Fmsg , Vlrn2 , Lmsg , Vlrn3} before send it to the information
authentication layer.
Method for information generator to produce the random string is that using the time
stamp to produce a random number no more than 128bin, and picking up characters
according to the number of the random number, then splicing them into a completely
string, thus creating a group of strings ( Vlrn1 、 Vlrn2 and Vlrn3 ), which are no more than
128 bin and consist of capital letters, lower-case letters, numbers and marks.
3.4. The Information Authentication Layer
Information authentication layer will conduct a series of de-compilation on the
received information to restore it, and then authenticate it, and the flow chart is shown on
Figure 5. The steps of information authentication layer to decrypt, restore, verify, and
finally complete the terminal access authentication is:
Step1: The authenticator will receive both Vlrn , which is produced by information
generator and the encrypted information, which is sent by information integrator.
Step2: Decrypting the processed information and splitting it according to Vlrn to
restore the terminal information.
Step3: Validate the terminal information to implement the trusted access by comparing
it with the information which stored in the server.
This method restores the real user information by recompiling the processed
information which are processed by the information processing layer, meanwhile, applies
senior authentication to improve the efficiency and safety of access authentication.
Method for authentication server to restore the terminal information is to decrypt the
received processed information by using the public key firstly, thus getting the
synthesized information PDmsg . Then, splitting PDmsg into five parts, including three parts
of Vlrn and two parts of terminal information, according received Vlrn , and the latter two
parts will be restored to the terminal information Tmsg .
After getting the terminal information, compare it with information from the server
database. If it exists, success for authentication, else fail.
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Figure 5. The Procedure of Information Verification in IAL

4. Conclusions
A simple and efficient way is used to deal with the user’s information in this paper
according to characters of users and features of data, then users’ information is
transmitted to the network to protect the security of users’ information in the process of
network transmission and achieve the credit of smart grid on terminal access
authentication process. It is easy to set up and deploy system because of the hierarchical
structure, while making clear division of power system and improving the computational
rate of the system.
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